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Living Environmental Education Center (PPLH) is one of a process to build world’s human population who aware and cares about total (or whole) environment and all about it’s related problem, and society which knowledgeable, skilled, have attitude, behavior, motivation and commitment to cooperate together, either by individual nor collective, to be able to solve various current environmental problem, and prevent another problem appears. The only PPLH exist in Indonesia located in Seloliman, Mojokerto. Thus resulted the needs to spread one and another in other cities in Indonesia, such as in Malang City. Malang, known as education city considered appropriate to it’s location. Hopefully, it can create harmonic, balanced and mutual interaction between humans and their surrounding, so that humans can fulfill his role as Kholifah in the world and treat their neighborhood well and preserves it sustainable function.

Because Living Environmental Education Center spatially an open and informal institution, hopefully with Ecologic Architecture approach can resuscitate society and preserve this environment extended properly. PPLH designed in a way which in tune with human caring, environmental conscious, and humility Ecologic Architecture approach. The material used in PPLH is acquired local site neighborhood potential in other words use local material with purpose so that it can give awareness and benefits especially Malang residents and public generally.